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“Made in the USA by a bunch of fanatics.” That’s what is printed on the outside of the shipping containers for
Lectrosonics equipment. In the live
sound arena, Rio Rancho, New
Mexico-based Lectrosonics doesn’t
quite have the name recognition of
some other wireless brands, although
some astute people in film and video
production have been relying on the
company’s products since the 1980s.
For the moment, it’s probably the best-
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kept secret in live sound production.
The beauty in Lectrosonics’ gear is
that there’s nothing fancy. It’s all very
utilitarian, and that’s a good thing,
because it’s built to be used. The stuff
looks cool because it’s well-made—
milled and machined metal parts;
detailed instructions and information;
modular, adaptable components; I
could go on…
This is a review of Lectrosonics’
HH handheld wireless transmitter,

but, as a necessity, we’ll also be
looking at other aspects and components of the system, including the VR
Venue receiver.
The HH handheld transmitter is
jam-packed with features, notably
Lectrosonics’ Digital Hybrid Wireless
Technology, which combines digital
audio with an analog FM radio link. A
patented algorithm encodes 24-bit
digital audio into an analog format at
the transmitter. The signal is transmit-

ted over an analog FM wireless link
and then is decoded at the receiver.
The result is an exceptionally flat-frequency response that is free from
compandor artifacts. The lack of any
dynamic processing is one of the reasons the equipment is so popular in
film and video production. In fact,
acoustic measurement geeks use
Lectrosonics transmitters and
receivers to get signal from remotely
placed mics at large-scale events. And
while it comes equipped with the HHC
cardioid condenser capsule, the people at Lectrosonics are astute enough
to realize that there are so many personal favorites, insofar as a vocal mic
is concerned, that it readily accepts
capsules from many popular manufacturers whose mics are already
equipped with the standard 1.25"
opening and 28 thread pitch, or via
readily available adaptors. You can
also choose from two available RF
transmission power settings, depending on your particular situation. The
50mW affords longer battery life;
100mW provides greater range and is
more resistant to dropouts.

Attention to detail
Speaking of battery life, the HH uses
two AAs and provides approximately
5.5 hours of service with alkaline batteries and eight to 10 hours of operating time with lithium batteries. Even
the mechanics of removing the batteries is well-engineered—there is a blue
anodized aluminum lever that gently
pushes the batteries out for easy
removal and replacement. Nice.
There is one button on the surface of
the transmitter that can function either
as a mute, or engage a talkback function, or be disabled completely. The
talkback feature enables the transmitter
to send signal back to the Venue receiver, which is switched to an alternate output. This is good, for example, when the
lead singer wants to have a private conversation with the monitor engineer
while the drummer is taking his solo. All
other functions are controlled via a

membrane switch control panel within
the body of the transmitter, directly
opposite the battery compartment.
And if that wasn’t enough, the
HH is backwards-compatible to
Lectrosonics 200 Series, 100
Series, and IFB receivers. The HH
can also be used with select
receivers from other manufacturers.

example of Yankee—or, in this case,
Southwestern—ingenuity. With an
adjustable center frequency range
from 550 to 800MHz the antenna is
designed for when 360° coverage
(instead of directional) would be
desired. The frequencies are etched on
the body of the antenna, and the
dipole elements are adjusted to the

Almost like Christmas

desired frequency and then folded out
for use. The dipoles can be folded
back for storage or transport.
The dipole antenna could be
mounted on a stage set piece, on a
wall or suspended from the ceiling, or
even mounted on a centrally located
mic stand. And yes, there’s an adaptor
for that. A machined anodized mounting block is attached to the antenna
body, and has different threads on
opposing sides of the block—standard
mic stand thread on one side and
3/8"-16 on the other. An included
mounting strap facilitates fastening the
antenna in the proper orientation from
a wall or ceiling surface.
Back to the transmitter: There are
six membrane switches on the control panel in the microphone body;
the functionality includes power on
and off, menu/select, back (which
takes you back to the previous
screen), scroll up and scroll down, as
well as one button labeled “mute”
with a red circle around it and a red
line through it. This is the button that

Since the Venue system is modular,
there are many components (boxes) to
open and explore. Even the packaging
is cool, with many items packed in a
unique system that secures the components in the box via stretching a
clear plastic wrap over the items.
Lectrosonics was kind enough to provide other parts of the system for me
to evaluate as well, including a SMQV
body-pack transmitter and an HM 172
earset microphone.
The 19" one-space-high rack-mount
Venue receiver chassis (which differentiates this product from the broadcast
and film wireless receivers) is designed
to accommodate up to six receiver
modules (Yep, that’s right, six channels
of wireless in one rack space.) My
review system was outfitted with two
receiver modules. I’m guessing that,
ordinarily, the chassis and the modules
come packaged separately.
Also included with my review system was Lectrosonics’ SNA600
adjustable dipole antenna, another
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enables the mute or talkback functions for the previously mentioned
switch located on the outside of the
transmitter. There is also an LCD
screen on the outside of the transmitter, which provides a comprehensive display of the status of the mic
or the specific menu items.
Powering the transmitter either up
or down is a deliberate process, which
is a good thing. You have to hold the
power switch for a three count, indicated on the LCD screen. If you briefly
push the power switch, the transmitter
is placed in “standby,” where it’s on
but not transmitting. To transmit, you
press the power switch and, via a
menu display, you can choose from
either “RF on?” or “pwr off.” To power
off, you have to scroll to “pwr off,” then
hold for the three count again. This is
good, because it helps to prevent the
performer or presenter from accidentally turning off the mic, and, since the
power switch is located on the control
panel, any “well-meant” turning off of
the mic will be avoided as well.

But wait; there’s more…
There are two bi-color LEDs located at
the bottom of the control panel, and it
looks like the labels for them were
printed upside down. In fact, they are
oriented that way to facilitate setting
the gain as you speak or sing into the
mic. The “gain” setting is selected in
the menu, using the up or down buttons to set the gain appropriately.
There is also an IR sync port designated for development of future features.
The HH transmitter is about the
same size as the other popular handheld wireless systems, and can fit into
just about any of the big wireless mic
clips that the others do as well. The
case is metal, with the transmitter
antenna cover being pretty much the
only external plastic component. There
is a raised Lectrosonics logo at the
end (bottom) of the antenna, which is
the only identifying mark on the mic.
Much of the available audio equipment today can be networked, or
advanced features can be accessed
for setup and control, and monitoring
can be accomplished via a laptop or
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tablet. And that’s great. However, I’m
still a big fan of gear working out of
the box. I don’t want to have to spend
my time loading software (or updating
to the latest version), just to get the
gear to pass audio. While the review
system fired right up, it’s probably
because some of the items were preset for me. That said, getting the system up and running once the modules
are installed in the chassis takes about
just a few minutes. Being the curious
guy that I am, I removed a module and
ran the system through the detection
process, which was very easy to do.
Likewise for menu navigation—a dualfunction knob provides access to the
menu. Push for the menu, rotate to
scroll to the desired menu item, and
push again to select. Being a modular
system, it does require a bit more
setup than a prepackaged system
from other manufacturers, and that’s
understandable.
The Lectrosonics Venue system
comes with an installation disk that
includes LecNet2 software for setup
and monitoring with a Windows computer. And, while the software is not
required to get started, it is useful, particularly in situations where multiple
systems are being used. It also gives
some added functionality, such as a
scanning spectrum analyzer, which
displays the RF picked up by the
receiver, and a walk test recorder,
which provides a chart recording of RF
strength versus time. A clever aspect
of this feature is the ability to record
the audio from the transmitter; while
you’re doing the walk test, you can
provide a play-by-play, so you’ll have
verbal cues as to your location in the
event of dropouts or hits.
One upside of having up to six
channels of wireless in a one-rack
space is that it only takes up one rack
space; one of the downsides is there
is limited real estate on the chassis
surfaces for all the necessary connections. As a result, power, RS232, and
one of the antenna connections are
situated pretty close to each other. If
the system is mounted in a rack (presumably so), if there’s gear that’s
deeper above or below, or the VR is

mounted near the top or bottom of
the rack, accessing those connections could be a challenge. Also,
while not a wall wart, the power supply is remoted, so, once again, when
mounting in a rack you have to come
up with a way to deal with the power
supply brick.
Sleek, utilitarian, and very cool. It’s
not cheap—then again, I don’t know
of any quality professional equipment
that is—and it is certainly on par, from
a pricing standpoint, with the other
top-of-the-line wireless gear that’s out
there. The HH Transmitter list price is
$1,500 for the transmitter and $540
for the capsule. The list price for
Venue receiver chassis is $1,920,
while the VRS standard receiver module will run about $475. The MSRP for
the system as tested, which includes
an additional body-pack transmitter
and microphone, an additional receiver module, and the two-dipole antennas, is $7,464.
So, after all of that, how does it
sound? As I have said previously,
with the majority of high-end pro
audio equipment out there, these
days you just expect it to sound
good. And the Lectrosonics HH
transmitter and VR Venue receiver
combination does not disappoint.
Which is why Lectrosonics is a staple in the film and video industry,
and musicians are sold when presented with a wireless system with
performance that is about as close
as you can come to a wired system.
Made in the USA by a bunch of
fanatics. It shows. With a solid reputation in the film and video industry
to build on, it’s obvious the designers of this system have been
involved with live productions on
many levels. These guys really
thought this one through, and came
up with a product that can withstand
abuse on the road, or provide an
easily expandable system that occupies a minimum amount of rack
space in a permanent installation. If
you’re in the market for a wireless
system upgrade, or a new system
overall, you would do well to include
Lectrosonics on your short list.

